
Friday 17th July
Good morning!

Maths: To complete some more sports day themed maths problems.

English: To try a transition activity. 

Afternoon: Sports Day! Take a look at the last couple of slides for our events 
in Gooderstone Sports Day 2020. Once you have completed some events, 

email me your times at skylarks@gooderstone.norfolk.sch.uk by 3pm Friday.
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SPELLINGS:





Spellings: Can you get someone to test you on some words with the ‘ed’ 
suffix that you have been practicing this week? Here are some examples 
you could use. 



ARITHMETIC: 

 



MATHS:
Try some more of these sports themed questions!  In the first one you will need to use your rounding 
skills to help you estimate an answer. For example, if someone ran 100m in 10.6 seconds we would 
round this up to 11 because the last digit (6) is bigger than 5. 
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In this question you will need to assess the data and select values that fit within a 
given range, for example under 30 seconds or between 20 and 40 seconds. For the 
super challenge you will need to use your subtracting skills. 



Hint: Use your multiplying skills to work out the answers to these questions! For the 
super challenge you will need to work with fractions of amounts too. 
Hint: 1 whole lap of a running track is 400m.



For the last question you will need to read data from the bar chart below. Blue bars show results for 
the house Concorde and red for Britannia. Remember to read the questions carefully!



ENGLISH: To try a transition activity.
As it is coming to the end of term we thought it might be a good idea to try some 
transition activities that can be completed through English sessions this week. These will 
help you to think about going into next year, what you hope to achieve and what you are 
looking forward to!  Here are some ideas: 
Write a letter to your new teacher to introduce yourself. Include your dreams and your biggest 
achievement from last year!
Friend recommendation- Write a (nice) review about someone in the class! Why do they make such a 
good friend? Write a biography about you and your family. 
Write a story showing your wishes and feelings for the future. 
Imagine you are a robot, what would someone have to do to keep you working and happy? Write 
instructions. 
Write an advert about yourself. What makes you special? 
Draw a picture of what makes you happy and write to your new teacher about why this makes you 
happy?
Write some advice for the children coming into your old class. 
Write a ‘getting to know you’ poster with all of your favourite things. 
Draw a self-portrait and describe the things which you like about yourself. Can you extend your 
vocabulary? 
Write down your worries for next year.
Write questions for your new class teacher or for a child in the year above about what to expect. 



Here are our sports day events. Complete as many of these events as you wish today and 
tomorrow afternoon and email your results to skylarks@gooderstone.norfolk.sch.uk by 3pm 
on Friday. Feel free to add extra events of your own if you want!We will announce the 
winners next week!
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